Characterization of anisotropic myocardial backscatter using spectral slope, intercept and midband fit parameters.
The specific myocardial structural components that contribute to the observed level of backscatter from the heart and its dependence on the angle of insonification have not been completely identified: The objectives of this study were to measure the anisotropy of backscatter from myocardium using the approach first introduced by Lizzi et al. [J Acoust Soc Am 73, 1366-1373 (1983)] and to use the extracted spectral parameters (spectral slope, intercept and midband fit) to characterize changes in the apparent scatterer size, spatial concentration and acoustic impedance properties as functions of the angle of insonification. Backscatter measurements were performed in vitro on eight cylindrical formalin-fixed lamb myocardial specimens using a 5 MHz focused transducer. The backscattered spectral data as a function of angle of insonification relative to the myocardial fiber direction were analyzed over the frequency range of 4 to 6 MHz. The spectral parameters describing features of backscatter were determined by applying a linear fit to attenuation-compensated normalized spectra. Results show that values of the spectral slope do not exhibit a significant dependence on the angle of insonification within uncertainties; however, the zero-frequency intercept showed clear anisotropy and was found to be a maximum for insonification perpendicular to the predominant myofiber orientation and a minimum for parallel insonification. A comparison of midband fit values at 5 MHz with attenuation-compensated integrated backscatter values showed excellent agreement for all angles of insonification. These data suggest that measurements of spectral slope, intercept, and midband fit can provide insights regarding aspects of tissue microstructure underlying the observed anisotropy of myocardial scattering properties. Measurements of the slope parameter suggest a very modest change in effective scatterer size with angle of insonification. However, the observed anisotropy in intercept and midband fit and apparent absence of anisotropy in the spectral slope suggests an angle of insonification dependence of acoustic concentration, the combination of effective spatial scatterer concentration and acoustic impedance properties, without a significant contribution from changes in effective scatterer size.